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Understanding the geocyberspace :
a major task for geographers and planners
in the next decade
Henry BAKIS1

Abstract.— In this paper, we will introduce the concept of geocyberspace as a result of the work of the
IGU 96-C04 Commission on Networks.
Key words.— Cyberspace, geography, geographers, geocyberspace
Résumé.— Cet article introduit le concept de géocyberespace qui s’est imposé dans le contexte des
travaux de la commission UGI 96-C04.
Mots clés.— Cyberespace, Géographie, Géographes, Géocyberespace

The study on telephone has long been ignored in university textbooks and
courses on geography. However, telecommunications can show the relationship
and hierarchies between geographic spaces. Even more, they have impacts on the
spatial organization of transportation, industry, and cities. Economic geography,
like regional development, is thus especially affected, especially in developed
countries.
Is it still necessary to distinguish between utopias and dreams and the reality
of present or predictable spatial relationships ? At the end of the 19th century, the
communication of information was seen in the university as falling within the
framework of the “geography of circulation” (Verkher in German) and of geopolitics. But the growth of geographic research on transportation reduced the attention
given to telecommunications, in France as elsewhere. Despite individual attempts
it was necessary to wait until the middle of the 1960s, and especially after 1970, for
studies to become more numerous.
It is recognized today that telecommunications is an integral part of geographical research. The geography of telecommunications isn’t a separate field beside a
1. Department of Geography, Montpellier III University, Route de Mende, F34199 Montpellier,
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number of other geographic subfields (rural, urban, industrial, transportation, etc.).
It is rather a generalist theme that plays a role in all human and economic geography. This is not surprising given the distribution of the usage of new information
and communication technologies in both professional and domestic settings. Nowadays, how can one treat the geography of transportation without considering the
fundamental role of telecommunications networks (the reservation of places, the
management of deliveries, the organization of time and space) ? How can one treat
urban geography without considering the role of telecommunications (international
functions, zones of advanced telecommunications capabilities, the circulation of
information that allows the function of diverse infrastructures, etc.) ? How can one
treat industrial geography without taking up the logistics of firms and of telecommunications networks (public and private) that support the requirements of a new
organization of production (“tight flows”, “zero stock”) ?
The Commission’s task since 1988 (and since 1984 as a Study Group2) was to
examine the spatial processes, patterns, and impacts of global change3. The underlying theme of its current work, was to draw attention to the critical crossroads the
world’s information system has reached and to point out the alternative international, inter-regional, and inter-city industrial scenarios. We have noted the unprecedented increase in the rate, scale, and type of simultaneous changes (i.e. global,
urban, industrial, commercial. All these changes are dramatically altering the structure of the global geographic and economic system and causing profound and
complex socio-economic changes at the sub-urban, urban, regional, and also national levels. The use of telecommunications networks to transfer employment
between the developing and industrialized countries is an indication of the kind of
changes underway. The forces of change in the information and business environments are now non-spatial (economists write now about the net-economy). Yet,
their spatial expression has been and is continuing to be intensified because together these forces have led to an enormous increase in spatial interdependence over
great distances. They have also permit a strong development of new relations all
over the world with the e-commerce, e-finance, e-mail and internet web sites, for
example)4.

2. Chaired by Christian VERLAQUE with Dr BAKIS as Executive Secretary (1984-1992). Study
Group 84S9 ; Commission 88C18 followed by the Commission 92C03 and 96C04 Chaired by Henry
BAKIS. Since 1995 Aharon KELLERMAN was coopted as Vice-Chair.
3. The IGU commissions 92.C03 and 96 C04 has continued and enlarge the work of the 88.C18
Commision.
4. As noted in 1979 by F.E.I. Hamilton : “The past and continuing passenger-and-freight transport revolution and the telecommunications-information revolution are bringing about unprecedented
scales and intensities of interdependence of place (town, region, nation) upon place across international and intercontinental divides” : F.E. Ian Hamilton, « The IGU Commission and the Changing World
Industrial System, » Meeting of the IGU Commission on Industrial Systems, Rotterdam, 1979, 17 pages.
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Networks and Telecommunication Geographers have published a great deal
of papers and book chapters in the past few years, notably in the journal Netcom
since 1987, and in numerous publications : special issues of other Reviews (Bakis,
1995 ; Hottes, 1999, etc.), books edited by the Commission (Bakis, 1988, 1990,
1993 ; Bakis, Abler & Roche, 1993 ; Roche & Bakis, 1997) or in other contexts
(Newcastle Center ; E*SPACE project ; etc.). Additionally some other collective
books include chapters from members of the IGU Commission (Brunn & Leinbach,
1991, etc.). Most of these papers and chapters were generally read and discussed
first as lectures in previous Commission Conferences and annual reports were
done notably in the IGU Bulletin5.
The present Kwangju, meeting in Korea is a special moment in the geographical work of this IGU Commission. It comes after a series of other meetings
focusing at questions related to information technologies and telecommunications
networks seen from the geographical point of view. Around twenty papers or
reports will be given in Kwangju. Asia, Europe, Africa and America are represented
in numerous cases studies. After these papers, focusing successively on Regional
Development, Networks, Flows, IT, Telecommunication Policies and Interactions in
the Cyberspace, we are invited to examine and discuss the “geocyberspace”
concept in the light of the Kwangju lectures. I have advanced and prepared this
tentative concept before the Palma Commission Conference in 1997.
The science of geography is far from exhausted and is not concerned only
with physical phenomena : it has begun to explore the geographical space of the
XXIst Century : i.e. the “geocyberspace” (Bakis, 1997). Multiple factors give different values to the diverse areas of geographic space. In this context, the flow of
information, the availability of equipment and the access to infrastructures and
networks all influence the outcome. Qualitative differences (reliability, maintenance) in equipment, services and networks also play a part. Communications, far
from eliminating space, tend to increase the differentiation between its various
points and areas. Using the prefix ‘geo’ before ‘cyberspace’ will stress the continual
importance of contiguous territories and will help the researcher to avoid surrenderring completely to utopians views (Koch, 1999 ; Wilhelm, 1999).
Between what is called ‘geospace’ (i.e. contiguous territories) and “cyberspace” new relations are appearing. Geospace and cyberspace seem to be involved
in an emerging process of fusion, a growing combination of both. This new
geographic reality can be called ‘geocyberspace’ : this term stresses the new consequences for geographical space of the new services permitted on global networks
and infrastructure (Bakis & Roche, 1997). The nature of cyberspace has its origins
in the shrinking of distance permitted by the use of telecommunications (mainly
data processing and worldwide TV channels but more generally the integrated

5. See the Bulletin 2000 (1) for example.
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transmission of multimedia sound, text, data and image), the consequence of
world e-mail and Internet networks (WWW) ; and the introduction of videoconferencing and other multimedia services over the Internet.
The notion of cyberspace refers to a society where the technical interface is
ever-present. The communication process may be very efficient between two
users, one from Europe and the second from California, but the process is necessarily a time-interfaced communication.
With reliable and high-speed network, the entire globe becomes immediately accessible. The advent of quasi-instant transmission means we are no longer
witnessing a mere evolution of communication characterized by increased speed
(e.g. rail and air transport). Cyberspace, on the contrary, is a kind of space where a
state of ‘effective discontinuity’ characterizes the spatio-temporal scales of increasingly convergent information, telecommunication, computer and image transmission technologies. But along with time, the notion of space is changing as well. It
becomes unimportant for the users. With the web, it is the nature of the problemsolving process that is important and not the place from where the needed information is obtained. The time factor becomes strategic in the search for
competitiveness, given the globalization of markets and the new emerging relationships between markets and systems of production (e.g. logistic chains, just-intime). A key parameter in productivity gains is the control of time through
geographic space which becomes an indispensable condition of global functioning. After the conquest of geographic space (the 1492 Great discoveries, the development of mass transit, development of telecommunications, and exploration of
the Cosmos and the oceans), the control of time through distance now permits a
new functional integration in production and logistics (Paché, 1988 & 1990 ; Paché
et al., 1993).
Corporations have entered in this geocyberspace for many years (Bakis,
1980, 1988 ; Hepworth, 1989 ; Roche, 1992 ; Roche & Bakis, 1997 ; Bakis & Roche,
2000). They have not always considered this fact in their strategic orientations. Yet,
this may change the managerial drive of their business towards new perspectives.
Some studies demonstrate the apparition of changing conditions in the
context of business communication and telework (for example : Alvstam & Jönsson,
2000 ; Garvi & Kullenberg, 2000 ; Molini, 1997 ; Rylander, 2000, Thulin & Vilhelmson,
2000). Work is becoming increasingly dematerialized. It becomes possible to work
at any time (during the night, the weekends, the holidays) and any place. The telework can be done not only in offices but also in any place : when driving a car,
eating in a restaurant, resting in one’s home. Personal telephone services and e-mail
follow us when we travel overseas. All we need is the access to the network, a password and funds to pay the network operators for their services.
It can be said that we are evolving towards a greater “spatio-temporal fluidity of work”. Many of today’s managers spend as much time on the telephone in
their cars as they do in their offices. New generations of equipment accompany
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this trend. They consist of devices that have the advantage of being portable,
owing to miniaturization in electronics (e.g. portable microcomputers) and means
of telecommunications. At first, in the mid-seventies, telecommunication systems
were mainly concerned with remote access to a company computer for consulting
or entering data only. Today, telecommunications systems with mobiles are increasing in numbers and are spreading. Examples include the radiotelephone, portable
message systems, telephones in trains and airplanes.
After the net-economy euphoria, start-ups companies and other dot.coms
have now become aware that the “end of geography” announced was an utopia.
To-day, the virtual firms are modifiying their strategies, not only on the cyberspace,
but also on the geospace. They are merging with other traditional companies in
order to use their agencies. Many are also entering themselves into the geospace,
openig their own agencies to make direct contact with their e-customers : we call
that kind of companies “Click-and-mortar” (Helft, 1999 ; Rajpal, 2000). The emergence of these companies clearly demonstrates the relevancy of the concept of
geocyberspace.
Communities (Corey, 1997), Cultures, and Cities too are entering in this
geocyberspace (Corey, 1997 ; Wilson, 1997 ; Widmayer, 1998 ; Fistola & La Rocca,
1998). A lot of lectures in the Commission meetings and papers indicate this evolution (see recent volumes of Netcom).
It will be necessary for IGU and all human and economic geographers (from
any speciality) to understand the new spatial dynamics of the information
economy (space, places, flows, hardware and software disparities, spatio-cultural
implications), and to improve the knowledge of the geocyberspace.
Understanding the geocyberspace appears to become a major task for
geographers and planners in the next decade.
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